
Fibre optics overview!



Glass fibre guides - fundamental mode!

❖  Silica cylindrical wave guides, coupled with their cladding outer layer, 
are well studied and well known:!

❖  It is possible to rewrite the Maxwell equations transforming them into 
the Helmholtz equations, then change to cylindrical coordinates and 
study the resulting eigenvalue parabolic problem.!

❖  This lead to the recognition that light can have different “modes” of 
propagation. Given a frequency λ, the fibre is single mode if it supports 
the transmission of the fundamental mode only, multi-mode otherwise.!

❖  Between the two fibre types, the difference is their core radius (9 vs 50 
| 62.5 micrometers).!



Electric Transverse Modes!

Cut-off  condition!

"   V<2,404 => single mode fiber 
"   V>2,404 => multi modal fiber  n° 

modes≈v2/2!

On SM fibres we want only the TE0 mode, with boundary conditions 
at the core-cladding interface (figure not in scale!). This implies that for 
a wavelength a fibre is single mode if the radius is approx. λ.!



Glass Fibre guides - phenomena!

❖  The theoretical framework explains well what happens in the 
medium:!

❖  The silica has an intrinsic attenuation and refractive index vs 
frequency response (guide refractive index can be engineered).!

❖  First order and higher order (third actually) phenomena can be 
minimised by careful fibre and cable crafting.!

❖  Unfortunately fibres sections are not made always perfectly 
round (this leads to the polarisation mode dispersion problem)!



Glass Fibre guides - phenomena cont’!

❖  There are various phenomena that one should consider when 
planning a transmission system on the fibre:!

❖  Phenomena intrinsic to silica, to the waveguide construction 
(e.g. how the refractive index varies or abruptly steps from 
core to cladding, its shape), to the number of wavelengths 
transported and their spacing (e.g. chromatic dispersion, 
inter-symbolic interference, ISI)!

❖  Non linear phenomena linked to non linear susceptibility 
when high power and high bit rate is used (e.g. self-phase 
and cross-phase modulation and 4 waves mixing(*)).!

(*) We deliberately ignored Brilloin and Raman non linear effects. Raman Scattering may became “a good thing”.!



Fibre attenuation!



Non linear phenomena!

SPM and  CPM!

FWM!

Can be neglect because of  lack of  phase matching!

"   Considering a WDM signal that is sum of  n 
monochromatic waves!

Some phenomena, for example, can 
be minimised by choosing a non-
zero plus or minus dispersion 
shifted fibre, while the choice can 
exacerbate the FWM.!



❖  G.651: this MM fibre is a graded refractive index fibre.!

❖  G.652d: this SM fibre is the “Low Water Peak” (LWP) fibre type, that allow its use 
in the S Band (ITU-T range 1360-1530nm). It’s a step-index fibre.!

❖  G.655/G.656: this SM fibre is a Non-Zero Dispersion Shifted fibre, engineered for 
lowering the impacts of non-linear effects.!

❖  G.657: Single mode, bending loss insensitive. This fibre supports a very small 
bending radius. Typical applications are the vertical and drop segment for FTTx.!

Fibre types!



Conclusions!

❖  When planning an active transmission system there are then 
various parameters to considers:!

❖  Physical/Environmental. Where the system will be 
located, what is the preferred installation method, and the 
environment where this system will be located.!

❖  Technological: power and bit rate expected and where to 
stop the analysis (i.e. nonlinear effects to be analysed?).!

These factors tend to drive the choice of an optimal FO cable!



CM Fiberoptical Cables!



FO Cables Specs!
Applications:!

❖  Metropolitan, Long distance, FTTx, Data Centres,  military, etc.!

Fiber types:!

❖  Single mode: G.652d, G.655/656, G.657 single mode bending loss 
insensitive.!

❖  Multi mode: G.651, OM3/OM4.!

Cable structure/types:!
❖  All dielectric, dielectric/metallic.!
❖  Loose tubes (single/multiple)/Tight buffer.!
❖  Armoured/non-armoured, single o double jacket.�

Zetabon coated steel corrugated tapes for additional resistance.!
❖  Low Smoke Zero Halogen (flame retardant).!

(*) Excerpt from “Fiber Design” Journal, Nov. 1999.!



Dielectric Armoured 
Loose Multi/Mono tube!
Characteristics:!

• From 24 fibres up to 432.!
• Suitable for laying in ducts.!
• Good rodent protection, dielectric 
armouring (fibre glass or aramidic 
yarns).!

• Water penetration resistant.!

Typical installation is in ducts, usually 
evenly spaced with suitable man/hand 
holes for cable richness management 
and/or splicing.!



Metallic Armoured 
Loose Multi/Mono tube!
Characteristics:!

• From 24 fibres up to 432.!
• Double sheet (Multitubes).!
• Suitable for direct burial.!
• Good rodents protection because of the 
metallic outer sheet.!

• Water penetration resistant.!

Typical installation is in open trenches 
(i.e. direct burial) or where additional 
protection must be applied on the cable 
while maintaining excellent mechanical 
features.!



Dielectric Tight 
protected/self-supp.!
Characteristics:!

• Up to 24 fibres.!
• 900 micrometers tight buffer design.!
• Suitable for indoor use (Low Smoke Zero 
Halogen, LSZH).!

• Self supporting for vertical fibre 
distribution.!

• Tight cable with good flexibility and easy 
to install in cabinets and racks.!

• Low size and weight.!

Typical installation is indoor, in buildings, 
cabinets, racks, etc.!



Air-Blown!
Drop!

Characteristics:!

• 24 fibres for each microtube up to 144, 
drop cable up to 48 fibres.!

• AirBlown cable optimised for blowing 
into standard microtubes.!

• Both cables are completely dielectric.!
• Excellent water penetration resistant.!

Typical installation is in microducts and 
in ducts where other electrical cables 
might be present. The water tight 
protection allows blowing using water as 
well.!



Metallic Armoured!
Loose Multi-Tube!
Characteristics:!

• Excellent in critical environments due to 
its rugged nature (chemical resistance, 
hydrocarbons, aggressive chemicals, 
rodents and fire resistant).!

• From 24 fibres up to 432.!
• All fibre types.!
• Metallic armouring with steel wires.!

Typical installation is in harsh 
environments where low reactivity with 
environmental elements is required and 
high level of protection needed.!



Mechanical and dimensional specs!

❖  The typical bending radius can be expressed as n-times 
the cable diameter, ranging from 15 to 20 times.!

❖  All cables are manufactured with a nominal length of 
1,250 km.!

❖  Additional performance and/or details are available on 
request.!

❖  We are happy to discuss with you any specific 
application.!


